
To buy on
Amazon,

Scan here: 

or go to
 

bit.ly/BUYTOWM

Rising Honors English 9

Summer 2023 Reading

Ed McKay's
Scuppernong Books 

If possible, shop local!

     But even the
worst decisions we

make don’t
necessarily remove

us from the circle of
humanity.

https://bit.ly/BUYTOWM


“it changed my
whole life. I realized
of all of the people
who had conspired

to get me to this
place.”

 PHARRELL WILLIAMS,
MUSICIAN AND SONG-

WRITER

or go to
 

bit.ly/E10HSR
To buy on
Amazon,

Scan here: 

Rising Honors English 10

Summer 2023 Reading

Ed McKay's
Scuppernong Books 

If possible, shop local!

https://bit.ly/E10HSR


"All we have to
decide is what to do
with the time that

is given us."

A glorious account
of a magnificent
adventure, filled

with suspense and
seasoned with a

quiet humor that is
irresistible . 

NEW YORK TIMES
BOOK REVIEW

or go to
 

bit.ly/hobbitSR

Rising Honors English 11 & 
AP Language & Composition

Summer 2023 Reading

To buy on
Amazon,

Scan here: 
Ed McKay's
Scuppernong Books 

If possible, shop local!

http://bit.ly/hobbitSR


or go to
 

bit.ly/jgreenSR

To access
the texts,
scan here 

Rising Honors English 12

Summer 2023 Reading

 "Ginkgo Biloba"
"Sycamore Trees "

Over the summer, please
read these two reflective
narratives from the author
John Green:

 
As you read, consider how
Green is looking both
backward (to his past) and
inward (to his emotions). 

 
You can optionally take

some notes. 
SOUNDS LIKE       

an · thruh · puh · seen    

https://bit.ly/jgreenSR


To access
your full

assignment,
scan here

or go to
 

bit.ly/APLITSR

AP Literature & Composition

Summer Reading 2023 

"1984 will always
be an essential
book...for its
portrayal of one
person struggling
to hold on to what
is real and
valuable." - The
Atlantic 

"One of the
most prophetic
dystopian
works of the
20th century" 
 - The Wall
Street Journal

"Fiercely political
and bleak, yet
witty and
wise...this novel
seems ever more
vital in the
present day." 
- The Guardian 

 A gripping mystery,
a beautiful love
story, and... a moral
examination of how
we treat the
vulnerable and
different in our
society. 
- Goodreads 

Purchase or borrow one of these four novels and complete the reader's
journal assignment to prepare for our first unit: "Tradition and Progress" 

https://bit.ly/APLITSR

